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No-Haggle Price $24,995
Specifications:

Year:  2021  

VIN:  3FMCR9B66MRA95500  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  6088  

Model/Trim:  Bronco Sport Big Bend  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  [G1] Shadow Black  

Engine:  EcoBoost 1.5L Turbo I3 181hp 190ft. lbs.  

Interior:  Ebony Cloth  

Transmission:  8-Speed Shiftable Automatic  

Mileage:  30,078  

Drivetrain:  All Wheel Drive  

Economy:  City 25 / Highway 28

Step into the realm of rugged sophistication with the 2021 Ford Bronco
Sport Big Bend, a vehicle that seamlessly blends off-road capability
with urban elegance. Cloaked in a striking black exterior, this Bronco
Sport is a head-turner that commands attention on every road and trail.
The black cloth interior beckons with a promise of comfort and
durability, creating a cohesive look that is both practical and stylish.

Under the hood lies the heart of this adventurer, an EcoBoost 1.5L
Turbo I3 engine that churns out an impressive 181 horsepower and 190
ft-lbs of torque. This powerplant is perfectly paired with an 8-Speed
Shiftable Automatic transmission, ensuring a smooth and responsive
ride whether you're conquering the wilderness or cruising the city
streets.

The Ford Bronco Sport Big Bend is equipped with a suite of advanced
features that redefine the driving experience. Automatic emergency
braking stands at the ready, providing front collision mitigation to keep
you safe from the unexpected. Lane keeping assist gently guides you
back to your lane, should you start to drift, while the lane deviation
sensors vigilantly monitor your position on the road.

Rolling on stylish aluminum alloy wheels, this Bronco Sport not only
looks the part but also delivers performance that can handle any terrain.
Stay connected and in control with the Wi-Fi hotspot capability,
ensuring you and your passengers remain online and entertained no
matter where your journey takes you.

Driver attention alert system and pre-collision warning system with
audible alerts work in tandem to enhance your awareness and reaction
time. The blind spot safety feature with sensor/alert and the rear cross-
traffic alert provide an extra set of eyes, giving you the confidence to
navigate busy streets and packed parking lots with ease.
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navigate busy streets and packed parking lots with ease.

Smartphone integration via Android Auto brings your favorite apps and
media to the central display, while FordPass Connect offers smart
device app compatibility, taking connectivity to the next level. Voice-
operated phone capabilities and Bluetooth wireless data link mean your
hands stay on the wheel while you stay in touch.

The automatic climate control ensures your environment is always to
your liking, creating a sanctuary from the elements outside. With
auxiliary audio input via Bluetooth, your personal soundtrack is always
at your fingertips, enhancing every drive with your chosen tunes.

Each feature of the 2021 Ford Bronco Sport Big Bend has been
thoughtfully designed to elevate your driving experience. From the
intuitive safety systems to the cutting-edge technology and comfort-
focused amenities, this vehicle is a true embodiment of what it means to
drive with confidence and style.

We invite you to explore the full range of benefits and warranty details
by clicking on the Warranty Tab. Discover the peace of mind that comes
with owning a vehicle that is as reliable as it is exciting.

Do not miss the opportunity to make this 2021 Ford Bronco Sport Big
Bend your trusted companion for all of life's adventures. Contact us
today to schedule a test drive and prepare to be captivated by a vehicle
that redefines the essence of adventure with every mile.
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/02/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Snapshot

2021 FORD BRONCO SPORT BIG BEND

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

Regular oil
changes

CARFAX 1-Owner
vehicle

Taxi
vehicle

Last owned in New York

30,078 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information

https://www.carfax.com/VehicleHistory/p/Report.cfx?partner=AVR_0&vin=3FMCR9B66MRA95500&source=BUP
https://soundautowholesalers.com/vehicle/7268999/2021-ford-bronco-sport-big-bend-branford-ct-06405/7268999/ebrochure


Installed Options

Interior

- Air filtration - Front air conditioning: automatic climate control  - Humidity/dewpoint sensors 

- Rear vents: second row - Floor mat material: carpet - Floor mats: front 

- Capless fuel filler system - Cargo area light - Cruise control - Keypad entry  

- Power outlet(s): 12V front  - Power steering: variable/speed-proportional - Push-button start 

- Steering wheel: tilt and telescopic  - Clock - Compass - Digital odometer 

- External temperature display - Multi-function display - Trip odometer 

- Front seat type: bucket  - Rear seat folding: flat  - Rear seat type: 60-40 split bench  

- Upholstery: premium cloth

Exterior

- Active grille shutters - Exhaust: dual tip - Daytime running lights  

- Exterior entry lights: approach lamps  - Front fog lights: LED - Taillights: LED 

- Side mirrors: heated  - Roof rails: black  - Spare wheel type: aluminum  

- Tire Pressure Monitoring System - Wheels: aluminum alloy 

- Front wipers: variable intermittent - Laminated glass: acoustic 

- Liftgate window: manual flip-up - Power windows: safety reverse  - Rear privacy glass 

- Rear wiper: intermittent - Solar-tinted glass - Window defogger: rear

Prices do not include sales tax, registration fees and dealer conveyance fee of 799. If you have a trade-in your sales tax will be reduced based on the difference between the car

you are purchasing and your trade-in. Final credit decisions are made by lenders. The advertised price is the price for this vehicle in its current condition. Any alterations, upgrades,

installations, cosmetic work, or any other additions requested by the customer would incur an additional cost, to be added to the selling price of the vehicle. The price does not

include sales tax, vehicle registration charges, cost of additional requests by the customer, finance charges, processing charges, or any other charges required by law. The dealer

reserves the right to pass all vehicles through Connecticut State inspection prior to delivery. The dealer attempts to update this inventory on a regular basis, however, there can be a

delay between the sale of a vehicle and the update of the dealer’s online inventory. Advertised price does not include sales tax, vehicle registration charges, cost of additional

requests by the customer, finance charges, processing charges, or any other charges required by law. Vehicles are sold cosmetically as is and equipped as is. Costs incurred by

Sound Auto Wholesalers as a result of customer requests are not included in advertised prices. Customer must present a signed copy of this ad at the time of purchase. Online

pricing excludes all prior offers, and may not be combined with any other offers, coupons, or discounts. Vehicle options and pricing are subject to change. Special price includes all

dealer rebates and incentives. Finance promotions based on tier 1 credit approval after 20% down payment. All online prices expire at 12:01 PM today. Sound Auto Wholesalers will

honor expired advertised prices up to 24 hours after expiration, provided the customer presents a signed, printed copy of the advertised price at the start of their visit. We make

every effort to adequately represent the condition and features of all our inventory including vehicle information, pictures, pricing, and status but there may be inaccuracies. Sound

Auto Wholesalers assumes no responsibility for inaccuracies in online information nor is it responsible for errors in any third-party advertisements. Please confirm any questions or

concerns by contacting Sound Auto Wholesalers directly. EPA mileage estimates are based on model year EPA mileage ratings and are for comparison purposes only. Your actual

mileage will vary depending on how you drive and maintain your vehicle. Before purchasing this vehicle, it is solely the customer’s responsibility to address any and all differences

between the information on this website and the actual vehicle specifications and/or warranties offered prior to the sale of this vehicle. Vehicle data on this website is compiled from

publicly available sources believed by the publisher to be reliable. Vehicle data is subject to change without notice. The publisher assumes no responsibility for errors and/or

omissions in this data and its compilation, and makes no representations expressed or implied to any actual or prospective purchaser of the vehicle as to the condition of the vehicle,

vehicle specifications, ownership, vehicle history, equipment/accessories, price, or warranties.
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